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Employers and workers call for an industrial policy for
creative and
cultural industries, urge decision-makers to see bigger picture on spectrum
Senior representatives from broadcasting, network infrastructure, trade unions and professional
organisations call on EU decision-makers to shape an ambitious industrial strategy
creative and cultural industries.
radio and audiovisual model is a huge asset for
cultural diversity and media pluralism. Spectrum
allocation is one of its key foundations for content production and distribution. Free-to-air TV and
radio enable a virtuous cycle of public access, broadcasting and infrastructure innovation, local
investments in works and jobs, and diversity of content.
BRUSSELS, 28 January 2015
Meeting in the European Parliament today1, senior representatives of AER, APWPT, BNE, EBU, EFJ
and UNI MEI2 called for an industrial strategy for creative and cultural industries based on growth,
innovation and jobs.
They urge European policy-makers to adopt a clear vision, strategy and commitments. In doing so,
they remind EU policy-makers that the sector is a leader in terms of GDP and jobs as well as
greatest competitive asset in the global digital race.
The group called on policy-makers to embrace the specificities of the sector as a growth enabler and as
a key component of European construction, particularly by putting forward policies that:
Acknowledge the business, investment and funding models to ensure sustainable levels of efforts
and investments by enterprises and workers in production, infrastructure and innovation;
Uphold the importance of local / national works as supporting employment, diversity and
plurality;
Enshrine guaranteed access to critical resources such as spectrum for services that sustain
.
On spectrum, acknowledging the wisdom of the Lamy report, the Group calls for a comprehensive
political approach that recognises the role of free-to-air radio, PMSE3 and Digital Terrestrial
Television (DTT - where the signal is received through a TV aerial)
continue to create world class content. DTT and radio remain the preferred means by which EU
citizens access works and in so doing sustains and finances
rich cultural diversity and media
plurality.
In light of this, the group calls on European policy-makers to make every effort in 2015 to:
1.

strategy

2. Guide new and sustain existing investments to increase certainty for employers, employees and
the public alike as well as to maintain innovation; because a strong democracy requires quality,
plural and diverse content
3. Take decisions on critical resources such as spectrum allocation on the basis of a comprehensive
examination of the impact on cultural and creative sector growth and jobs, particularly in forming
common positions for EU and global negotiations at the WRC and RSPP
1

The wider spectrum: Frequencies as a pillar of
creative sector European Parliament, 28 January 2015
2
Association of European Radios; The Association of Professional Wireless Production Technologies ; Broadcast
Networks Europe ; European Broadcasting Union ; European Federation of Journalists ; UNI Global Union Media
Entertainment International
3
Programme Making and Special Events
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, Member of the European Parliament and host of the event The Wider Spectrum ,
stated that it is important that we achieve faster and better internet access in Europe. Spectrum
allocation is crucial in that regard. Yet, it is also important that we recognise possibilities on how we
can allocate frequencies for the future and good of European citizens; how to stimulate investment
for more efficient technologies using less spectrum. New technologies are the key to accommodating
both wireless broadband in the 700 Mhz band. We therefore need to take into account the bigger
picture, the wider spectrum when we look at how to allocate frequencies for Europe. As policymakers we need to have an approach that looks at all the moving parts, supported by a strong
common vision and commitments. I believe it is possible to achieve a comprehensive compromise
package which ensures a win-win solution.
Olivier Huart, CEO of TDF, Chairman of Broadcast Networks Europe, explained that being
we are engaging with some of the most
prominent organizations in the European Creative industry. We are urging European policy makers to
preserve and enhance the European audio-visual model. In this regard, the decisions on the allocation
of frequencies between the audio-visual and telecommunications sectors are crucial as they impact
the ability to create and deliver the contents, the plurality of the media and the economics of a sector
which represents 14 million
in Europe.
Johannes Studinger, Head of UNI-MEI, the media and entertainment sector of UNI Global Union,
put forward that
media and entertainment industries. Growth, diversity of content and employment depend on the
sustainability of the audiovisual ecosystem. DTT is a key pillar for the sustainability of growth and
diversity. It provides a platform and environment, which contribute to investment in local productions
by enterprise and our members, translating into quality content and employment. Regulation of radio
frequencies can weaken or strengthen the balance of the ecosystem. Thus, it is not a technical issue, it
is an industrial issue, it is a cultural issue. It is time for the EU to turn to an industrial strategy. We ask
for a strategy that seeks to achieve a sustainable, diverse, fair and inclusive digital single market. DTT

Ingrid Deltenre, Director General of the European Broadcasting Union, stated
e need bold and
brave initiatives. We need an industrial policy for the audiovisual media sector to drive innovation,
investment in content and the uptake of digital services in the EU. This means acknowledging what is
happening in the real world. DTT is the backbone of public service TV access and a pillar of the
European audiovisual model. The Lamy report correctly shows that we need both broadcasting and
broadband to coexist to meet different demands of the public. We cannot see our needs for UHF
spectrum significantly decrease, even in the long term, and this is all the more clear with the coming
of age of ultraGina Nieri, Mediaset Board and Executive Committee member, made clear that
sector is at the core of the media and cultural industry. It deserves a strong industrial policy in order
to remain competitive. In Italy, TV alone accounts for 1% of GDP and employs around 50,000 people,
along with 12,000 subcontractors and SMEs. Linear television is a key driver of audiovisual content
production and distribution. DTT grants EU citizens free access to a quality universal service and plays
a pivotal role in the EU audio-visual industry for the promotion of cultural diversity. The EP should call
on the EC and the Member States to implement with no further delay the recommendations of the
Lamy report which should constitute a common EU position in Geneva at WRC15.
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About the Association of European Radios: The Association of European Radios (AER) is a Europe-wide trade
body representing the interests of over 4,500 private/commercial radio stations across the EU27 and in
Switzerland. AER's main objective is to develop and improve the most suitable framework for private
commercial radio activity. AER constantly follows EU actions in the fields of media, telecommunications and
private radio transmission, in order to contribute, to enrich and develop the radio sector. www.aereurope.org
About the Association of Professional Wireless Production Technologies: The APWPT promotes, on an
international level, the efficient and demand-driven provision and use of production frequencies for
professional event productions, as well as safeguarding such production frequencies for professional users, in
the longer term. www.apwpt.org
About Broadcast Networks Europe: BNE is a trade organisation for Terrestrial Broadcast Network Operators
for Radio and TV in Europe based in Brussels. BNE
members operate in 21 European countries. Members
iokomunikace (Czech Republic), Digea (Greece), Digita (Finland), ETV
(Serbia), Elettronica Industriale (Italy), Norkring (Norway), OiV (Croatia), ORS (Austria), Swisscom Broadcast
(Switzerland), Radiocom (Romania), Rai Way (Italy), RTENL (Ireland), TDF (France) and Teracom (Sweden). In
addition Terrestrial Network Operators in Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, and Monaco are represented
by their respective parent (and BNE member) company. www.broadcast-networks.eu
About European Broadcasting Union: The European B
of Public Service Media, providing television, radio and online services. The EBU has 73 active members in 56
countries in Europe and beyond. The organisation provides technical expertise in order to drive media
innovation and coproduction across every entertainment genre and advocate the values of Public Service
Media organisations. www.ebu.ch
About the European Federation of Journalists: The European Federation of Journalists (EFJ) is the largest
across 39 countries. The EFJ was created in 1994 with the aim to fights for social and professional rights of
journalists working in all sectors of the media across Europe through strong trade unions and associations.
www.europeanjournalists.org
About UNI MEI: UNI MEI represents 170 national unions & guilds affiliating more than 375 000 creators,
technicians and other workers in the media, entertainment and arts worldwide. Media and entertainment
workers and their trade unions affiliated to UNI MEI believe that the European Union needs to strengthen its
commitment to social inclusiveness and cultural diversity. European citizens need a European Union with a
progressive policy blue print that invests in people, ensures solidarity, respects and cherishes their cultures and
puts quality employment at the heart of a sustainable growth agenda. http://www.uniglobalunion.org/
For media queries please contact:
Association of European Radios
Vincent Sneed
Manager
+32 27369131
vincent.sneed@aereurope.org

European Broadcasting Union
Catherine Hardy
Senior Communications Officer
+41(0)22 717 28 79
hardy@ebu.ch

Association of Professional Wireless Production
Technologies
Alan March
Co-President
+44 1628 402 230
AMarch@Sennheiser.co.uk

European Federation of Journalists
Ricardo Gutierrez
General Secretary
+32 2 235 23 29
ricardo.gutierrez@ifj.org

Broadcast Networks Europe
Lars Backlund
BNE Secretary General
+46 708 742123
lars.backlund@broadcast-networks.eu

UNI MEI
Johannes Studinger
Head of UNI MEI
+32 476 25 85 97
johannes.studinger@uniglobalunion.org
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Born! in! 1954! in! Poznan,! a! graduate! of! the! University! of! Warsaw,! where! for! many! years! he! lectured! in! the!
Department! of! Polish! Culture.! Involved! in! "Solidarity"! underground! movement! since! 1980,! ! since! 1987! its!
leader!at!the!University!of!Warsaw!and!from!march!1983!till!1989!editor!in!chief!of!the!underground!weekly!
newspaper!"Wola".!!
Since!1989!a!member!of!the!national!authorities!of!"Solidarity",!in!1990!–!chairman!of!the!"Mazowsze"!Region!
Managing!Board.!In!1991,!!named!Minister!of!Labour!and!Social!Policy,!from!1992!to!1993!he!held!the!position!
of! Secretary! of! State! in! the! same! ministry,! where! he! was! responsible,! inter! alia,! for! labor! market! policy.!
Member!of!Parliament!of!the!first!tenure.!Since!1995,!the!director!of!the!Social!Policy!Reform!Program!at!the!
Stefan! Batory! Foundation.! Councillor! of! Centrum! Commune! of! the! municipal! city! of! Warsaw! in! 1994R1996.!
From!1996!to!1997!Director!and!Member!of!the!Institute!of!Public!Affairs.!From!1998!to!2001,!chief!advisor!to!
the! Minister! of! Labour! and! Social! Policy.! By! 2007,! Enterprise! Investors! consultant! in! the! field! of! human!
resources.!Key!expert!cooperating!in!shaping!of!the!National!Development!Plan!and!the!National!Action!Plan!
for!2007R2013.!By!2007,!Lewiatan!(Polish!Confederation!of!Private!Employers)!advisor.!From!2003!till!2007!
member! of! the! Governing! Board! of! Eurofund,! where! he! represented! Polish! employers.! Expert! in! ! labour!
market!policy,!also!cooperated!with!the!World!Bank!and!OECD.!
Since! January! 2008,! Secretary! of! State! in! the! Prime! Minister's! Office.! In! 2009! appointed! to! the! office! of! the!
Minister! –! a! member! of! the! Council! of! Ministers! and! Chairman! of! the! Standing! Committee! of! the! Council! of!
Ministers.! Since! 2008,! Head! of! Strategic! Advisors! to! the! Prime! Minister.! Under! his! leadership! the! team! has!
conducted!a!socioReconomic!evaluation!of!!Poland!and!has!participated!in!the!development!of!strategic!plans!
of! the! government.! Among! some! of! the! most! important! documents! produced:! "Report! on! Polish! Intellectual!
Capital",! "Returner.! Navigation! for! returning! migrants",! "Poland! 2030.! Development! Challenges"!and! "Youth!
2011".!
The! Minister! of! Administration! and! Digitisation! of! Poland! from! 2011! till! 2013.! Host! of! the! Congress! of!
Freedom!on!the!Internet,!the!organiser!of!the!consultation!on!digital!privacy!and!data!protection,!creator!of!
the! Governmental! Operational! Programme! Digital! Poland! 2014R2020,! which! aims! to! foster! internet!
development! in! Poland,! author! of! the! report! "State! 2.0! R! a! new! start! for! eRadministration"! and! many! other!
government!strategic!documents.!Successfully!carried!out!Poland’s!!digitisation!of!public!television,!changed!
the!law!on!public!collections!of!money!and!goods!to!make!it!more!accessible!and!useful!for!citizens.!Supported!
the! acquisition! of! digital! skills! for! the! elderly! and! the! introduction! of! science! programming! for! children,! as!
well!as!the!creation!of!an!open!public!data!register.!!
Former! Chairman! of! the! Council! on! the! Prevention! of! Racial! Discrimination,! Xenophobia! and! Related!
Intolerance,! which! was! created! in! 2012! as! a! response! to! problems! visible! in! the! public! space! –! hate! speech!
and!actions!motivated!by!intolerance!targeting!the!representatives!of!minorities.!
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Olivier!Huart!was!appointed!CEO,!TDF!Group!on!February!1st!2010.!He!is!in!charge!of!adapting!the!European!
leader!of!the!broadcasting!industry!to!its!new!paradigm,!ie!transforming!TDF!from!an!incumbent!broadcaster!
to!an!innovative!media!&!telecoms!platforms!enabler!in!Europe!while!at!the!same!time!improving!its!financial!
performance.!Olivier!was!formely!the!CEO!of!BT!in!France,!which!he!brought!in!four!years!from!a!telco!to!an!
infrastructure!services!company!geared!at!major!corporate!customers!through!organic!and!inorganic!growth,!
quadrupling!size!and!awareness!at!the!fringe!of!IT!&!Telecoms.!Prior!to!BT,!Olivier!led!Cegetel,!the!first!fullR
fledged! alternative! carrier! to! France! Telecom,! for! the! five! years! until! full! merger! with! NeufTelecom.! Within!
Cegetel,! Olivier! tripled! revenues,! redefined! core! business,! repositioned! activities,! developed! talents! and!
returned!to!sound!financials.!Previously,!as!ViceRPresident!for!Public!&!Regulatory!Affairs!of!the!SFRRCegetel!
Group,!Olivier!pioneered!the!opening!of!the!telecommunications!market.!At!the!very!beginning!of!his!career!
within! France! Telecom,! Olivier! held! various! management! positions! in! both! business! management! and!
marketing.! Olivier! is! a! graduate! of! Ecole! Polytechnique! Paris,! Telecom! Paris! and! INSEAD.! Aged! 51,! he! is!
married!and!has!four!sons.!
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Johannes!STUDINGER!!
Head! of! UNI/MEI,! the! media! and! entertainment! sector! of!
UNI!Global!Union.!
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Johannes!Studinger!is!Head!of!UNIRMEI!Global!Union!since!August!2009,!representing!170!unions!and!guilds!
in!the!media,!entertainment!and!arts!world!wide.!Prior!to!his!present!position!Johannes!held!the!position!of!
Deputy! Director! of! UNI! MEI! Global! Union.! Before! joining! the! international! labour! movement! in! 1999! he!
worked!with!the!Secretariat!General!of!the!European!Commission!(1998R1999)!and!Graham!Watson,!Member!
of! European! Parliament! (1998)! as! well! as! the! Brussels’! office! of! the! Friedrich! NaumannRFoundation! (1996R
1998).!Johannes!is!of!German!nationality!and!holds!a!master!in!politics!and!international!relations.!
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Mediaset! Director! of! Institutional! and! Legal! Affairs! and!
Strategic!Analysis,!Member!of!the!Board!
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After!taking!a!degree!in!political!science!at!the!University!of!Pisa,!Ms!Nieri!specialised!in!Journalism!and!Mass!
Media! at! LUISS! (Libera! Università! di! Studi! Sociali)! in! Rome.! She! has! worked! in! commercial! television! since!
1977,!starting!as!General!Secretary!of!FIEL,!Italy's!first!association!of!private!broadcasters.!She!then!moved!to!
become!Director!of!FRT,!the!federation!of!radio!and!television,!before!joining!the!Fininvest!Group!in!1990!as!
Head!of!Relations!with!Industrial!Associations.!Since!2007!she!is!Deputy!Chairman!of!RTI!where!she!has!sat!on!
the!Board!of!Directors!since!1999.!In!April!2012,!she!was!confirmed!as!a!member!of!the!Board!of!Directors!of!
Mediaset!S.p.A.,!to!which!she!was!first!appointed!in!1998.!She!is!also!a!member!of!the!Executive!Committee.!
She! is! also! a! member! of! the! Supervisory! Board! of! Confindustria,! the! Italian! confederation! of! industry.! She!
is!Deputy!Chairman!of!CAMPUS!Multimedia!in.formazione,!the!consortium!R!created!by!Mediaset!and!the!IULM!
university!in!Milan!R!which!manages!a!master's!programme!in!journalism.!Since!November!2010!she!is!Deputy!
Chairman! of! A.C.T.! (Association! of! Commercial! Television! Europe).! On! 27! December! 2012! she! was! made! a!
Commendatore!dell'Ordine!al!Merito!of!the!Italian!Republic.!
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Ingrid! Deltenre! took! up! the! position! of! EBU! Director! General! on! 1! January! 2010.! Prior! to! joining! the! EBU,!
Ingrid! Deltenre! was! CEO! of! Schweizer! Fernsehen! (SF),! the! leading! public! TV! broadcaster! in! the! GermanR
speaking!region!of!Switzerland.!During!her!tenure!there!she!successfully!redefined!the!broadcaster's!profile,!
realigned! it! with! its! audience,! and! launched! an! editorial! presence! for! the! internet! and! mobile! platforms.!
Production!facilities!were!also!modernised!during!this!time!with!the!introduction!of!high!definition!and!fileR
based!production.!All!sports!production!was!converted!to!high!definition!in!time!for!Euro!2008.!From!1999!to!
2004! she! was! CEO! of! Publisuisse,! the! commercial! unit! of! SRG! SSR! and! the! leading! marketer! of! television! in!
Switzerland.!Previously!Ingrid!Deltenre!held!a!variety!of!executive!positions,!including!at!Swisscard!AECS!and!
as!managing!director!at!CASH,!which!at!the!time!was!Switzerland's!leading!business!weekly.!Ingrid!Deltenre!is!
a!Dutch!and!Swiss!National!and!speaks!Dutch,!German,!English,!French!and!Italian.!
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Speakers’)intervention:)

!

)
Olivier)HUART)
CEO)of)TDF,)Chairman)of)Broadcast)Networks)Europe!
“Thanking! MEP! Michal! Boni! and! CSPH,! saluting! the! distinguished! MEP,! members! of! the! Commission! and!
members!of!the!Permanent!Representation!of!States!and!the!audience.!
The!association!I!represent,!BNE,!gathers!the!leading!Broadcast!Networks!Operators,!present!in!21!European!
countries.! The! networks! we! operate! for! digital! terrestrial! television! create! the! leading! platform! for! TV!
delivery,!reaching!circa!250!M!European,!and!the!reach!is!even!wider!for!radio!networks.!!
As! I! am! a! proponent! of! the! saying! “united! we! stand! stronger”,! we! are! engaging! with! some! of! the! most!
prominent!organizations!in!the!European!creative!and!cultural!industry!to!share!a!common!vision.!!!!
Today! gathered! in! this! Parliament,! in! the! House! of! Martin! Schulz,! a! man! of! culture! who! emphasized! the!
importance! of! bookstores,! we! are! urging! European! policy! makers! to! preserve! and! enhance! the! European!
audioOvisual!model.!!
In! this! regard,! the! decisions! on! the! allocation! of! frequencies! between! the! audioOvisual! and!
telecommunications!sectors!are!crucial!as!they!impact!the!ability!to!create!and!deliver!the!contents,!threaten!
the!plurality!of!the!media!and!penalize!the!economics!of!a!sector!!which!represents!directly!and!indirectly!14!
million!jobs!and!€860bn!€!of!GDP!in!Europe.!The!same!way!Clemenceau!believed!that!“war!was!too!serious!a!
matter! to! be! trusted! to! militaries”,! in! our! view! spectrum! should! not! be! left! only! to! engineers.! ! The! current!
debate!has!implications!that!deserve!your!attention.!Let’s!illustrate!them!by!two!realities:!
1O The!high!value!to!Europe!of!Digital!Terrestrial!Television!infrastructure:!
a.

DTT! networks! are! valuable! European! Industrial! assets,! and! very! costly! to! replace! by!
alternative!platforms!such!as!satellite!or!IP!TV.!!

b.

It! has! therefore! been! shown! by! the! AETHA! consulting! telecom! economics! experts! that!
keeping!spectrum!for!DTT!is!a!better!use!than!allocating!it!all!to!mobile:!the!benefits!are!40!
Bn€!in!favor!of!Television,!versus!10!Bn€!in!case!of!mobile!allocation.!!

c.

Why?! Because! DTT! is! very! widespread,! and! very! cost! effective,! and! because! policy! choices!
have!already!or!are!in!the!process!of!awarding!a!lot!of!spectrum!to!mobile,!enough!to!cover!
the!needs!for!the!next!15!years,!probably!more.!!

!
2O Only!a!clever!technology!mix!will!help!Europe!satisfy!the!demand!for!AudioVisual!contents,!which!is!
exploding!in!quantity!and!quality,!and!changing!fast!(eg.!the!speed!at!which!UHD!sets!are!coming!into!
market):!
a.

To! deliver! the! contents! the! consumer! wants! in! the! format! they! want,! it! is! necessary! for!
platforms!to!coexist,!instead!of!one!replacing!the!other.!(example!DTT+IPTV)!

b.

DTT!will!remain!the!key!pillar!for!high!quality!linear!program!delivery.!
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c.

!

The!spectrum!policy!must!integrate!the!requirements!of!the!Audio!Visual!industry!to!satisfy!
the!user!needs,!endorsing!the!conclusions!of!the!Lamy!report!which!recommends!a!long!term!
vision!for!DTT!and!a!transition!roadmap!for!the!700!MHz!Band.!!

Based! on! those! realities,! we! have! one! demand:! we! urge! that! these! realities! are! fully! taken! into! account! in!
International!negotiations!at!the!World!Radio!Conference!WRCO15!and!in!the!European!Digital!agenda.!This!is!
why!we!are!asking!for!a!European!industrial!policy!which!sees!the!wider!spectrum,!and!it!will!benefit!Europe!
immensely.”!
!

Carolina)Lorenzon)G)Director)of)International)Affairs,)Mediaset)
“I!welcome!the!opportunity!to!draw!the!EP’s!attention!to!a!few!key!issues!in!spectrum!policy!at!the!beginning!
of!a!new!legislature!and!after!the!results!delivered!by!the!HLG!convened!by!former!EC!VP!Neelie!Kroes!and!
steered!by!Pascal!Lamy.!As!a!Member!of!the!High!Level!Group,!I!have!followed!step!by!step!the!process!that!
led!industry!and!regulators!to!agree!on!a!common!approach!prior!to!WRC!15.!
This! is! a! timely! initiative.! The! broadcast! industry! is! keen! to! make! sure! European! viewers! will! continue! to!
enjoy! a! rich! quality! offer,! free! at! point! of! access! and! universally! accessible.! We! are! ready! to! continue! to!
cooperate,!to!make!every!possible!effort!and!bring!qualitative!services!with!a!mix!of!delivery!modes,!including!
broadband,!in!the!most!costOeffective,!easy!and!seamless!fashion.!
The!Lamy!Report!has!thoroughly!analyzed!the!future!use!of!the!UHF!band!in!relation!to!the!wider!challenges!
related!to!the!European!Audiovisual!Model.!
There!is!no!ongoing!battle!between!a!conservative!/!protectionist!broadcasting!industry!and!a!new!and!brave!
internet/telecom!industry.!Both!commercial!and!public!broadcasters,!and!the!publishing!industry!as!a!whole,!
are!not!resisting!the!internet!revolution!but!are!in!fact!fuelling!it:!our!state!of!the!art!online!offers!are!at!the!
top!of!users’!preferences:!in!2014,!Mediaset’s!online!services!registered!2.3!billion!page!views,!67%!through!
mobile,! and! our! apps! exceeded! 26! million! downloads.! Video.Mediaset! is! Italy’s! first! video! portal! for! page!
views,!Sportmediaset!ranks!second!for!sports!and!TGCOM24!third!for!news).!!
A! EuropeanOled! digital! revolution! is! possible! only! if! we! work! on! and! leverage! our! strengths,! rather! than!
mimicking!distribution!models!shaped!on!the!basis!of!cultural!and!market!realities!that!are!totally!different!
from!ours.!!
Europe!has!a!very!strong!and!diversified!audiovisual!model,!where!both!entrepreneurial!and!labour!resources!
are!proportionally!distributed!between!different!cultures!and!languages.!To!be!fair,!this!scenario!results!from!
almost! 30! years! of! EU! audiovisual! policies,! but! also! from! an! exceptionally! diversified! broadcasting! offer! in!
which!the!role!of!Terrestrial!Television!has!been,!and!continues!to!be,!irreplaceable.!!
Digital! Terrestrial! Television! is! not! just! a! ‘distribution! platform’! that! could! be! easily! replaced;! DTT! is! a!
fundamental! pillar! of! the! European! Audiovisual! Model,! where! European! content! providers! can! flourish! by!
competing!with!each!other!on!a!level!playing!field.!Weakening!DTT!competitiveness!would!strengthen!online!
distribution! platforms! from! overseas,! while! European! champions! are! severely! hit! by! profoundly! unfair!
competition!with!global!aggregators.!!
The!role!of!Digital!Terrestrial!Television!as!a!pillar!of!this!model!has!been!clearly!recognized!by!Pascal!Lamy!
in!his!Report!on!the!future!use!of!the!UHF!band.!He!understood!that!there!is!a!precious!legacy!to!preserve:!a!
diversified,!rich!and!free!at!point!of!access!TV!offer!that!has!no!comparison!in!the!world.!!
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On! this! basis,! Pascal! Lamy! recommended! the! European! Commission! to:! 1st.! provide! DTT! with! longOterm!
certainty!over!the!availability!of!spectrum!by!granting!the!use!of!the!band!below!700!(i.e.!between!470!and!
694MHZ)!until!–!at!least!–!2030;!2nd,!promote!a!smooth!transition!roadmap!as!a!preOcondition!for!the!release!
of!the!700!MHz!band! –!by!2020,!with!flexibility!of!plus!or!minus!2!years.!!(The!Italian!Minister!of!economic!
development!is!already!working!in!accordance!with!Lamy’s!indications.!Moreover,!other!measures!are!being!
put!in!place!to!mandate!the!sale!of!DVBT2!–HEVC!receivers!in!order!to!enable!the!transition).!!
To!compete!in!a!more!fragmented!market,!content!providers!on!DTT!must!have!access!to!sufficient!spectrum!
in! order! to! deliver! an! enhanced! offer,! both! in! terms! of! quantity! (variety,! specialist! channels)! and! quality!
(UHDTV!and!4K).!!
The! Lamy! Report! is! the! result! of! a! long! and! complex! process,! in! which! the! broadcasting! and! the! mobile!
industry! have! contributed! through! an! exceptional! data! gathering! exercise! that,! thanks! to! the! Chairman’s!
competence! and! impartiality,! ended! up! in! a! factObased! recommendation! indicating! the! way! forward! for! EU!
industry!and!policy!makers.!!
It!has!been!demonstrated!that!many!of!the!assumptions!concerning!the!allocation!of!the!UHF!band!were!not!
well!grounded,!especially!in!reference!to!spectrum!efficiency!in!delivering!oneOtoOmany!audioO!visual!services,!
and! if! we! consider! the! users’! low! propensity! to! pay! high! fees! for! mobility! and! the! increasing! popularity! of!
WIFI.!!
On!the!side!of!our!focus!on!the!EU!market,!it!is!worth!noting!that!a!recent!study!by!Cisco!reports!that!90!per!
cent! of! data! traffic! in! the! US! is! carried! out! through! WiOFi.! This! is! not! merely! about! offOloading:! important!
players!such!as!Google!and!Cablevision!are!building!business!models!on!WiOFi.!The!latter!is!about!to!launch!a!
mobile!WiOFi!service!–!which!includes!unlimited!internet,!voice!and!messages!at!9,95/month!for!its!existing!
subscribers...NYC!is!planning!to!install!10.000!hot!spots!enabling!free!internet!and!free!national!calls....!!
By!2020,!LTE!will!most!likely!be!overtaken!by!WiOFi!and!5G!(a!much!more!efficient!and!powerful!technology!
which! uses! higher! frequencies)...! Europe! should! thus! think! twice! prior! to! further! constraining! broadcast!
services!...!!!
The!European!Commission!has!recently!issued!a!public!consultation!on!the!Lamy!Report.!We!hope!that!this!
initiative!will!not!be!used!to!overthrow!its!outcome!and!recommendations.!!
The!very!goal!of!the!HLG!was!in!fact!to!draw!a!common!EU!position!on!the!future!use!of!the!UHF!band,!and!
most!specifically!of!the!700MHz!band.!By!the!time!the!newly!launched!consultation!is!over,!it!might!be!too!late!
to! implement! its! recommendations! and! common! roadmap.! !With! WRC! 15! coming! up! in! just! a! few! months,!
there’s! no! more! time! to! waste.! The! RSPG! should! work! in! close! coOoperation! with! the! Member! States! to!
implement! the! roadmap! annexed! to! the! Lamy! report:! a! carefully! conceived! strategy! for! a! stepObyOstep!
transition,! leaving! consumers! certainly! not! worse! off! and,! in! time,! probably! better! off...! but! with! no! major!
disruption!along!the!way.”!
!
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The economic contribution of the creative
industries to EU GDP and employment
This is the second report published by TERA Consultant to:
measure the economic contributions of the creative industries to the EU economy;
Analyse the evolution of the creative industries’ contribution to EU value added and employment
between 2008 and 2011.
The first report – “Building a digital Economy: The Importance of saving Jobs in the Eu’s Creative Industries” –
was published in march 2010, based on 2008 data.
This study differs from earlier research by using a more accurate and comprehensive definition of Europe’s creative
industries, one that expands the Eu definition of core creative industries and also encompasses the economic
contributions of non-core creative industries. These non-core creative industries are suppliers to and customers
of the core creative industries, and their economic strength is heavily dependent upon the core industries.
This approach allows to better measure the real extent of the creative industries in the economy.
To measure the economic contributions of the creative industries to the Eu economy, measured by value added
to Gross domestic Product (GdP) and by number of employees, the study considered research and statistical data
developed or sponsored by Eu member nations, by the European Commission and by the World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO), which divides the copyright-intensive industries into four main categories: core;
inter-dependent, partial and non-dedicated support.
Based upon this methodology and 2008 figures, the first study reported the following findings:
The core creative industries in the 27 countries of the European union were estimated to generate
€558 billion in value added to GDP in 2008, approximately 4.5% of total European GDP.
The value added by the total creative industries (core creative industries plus non-core creative industries)
was approximately €862 billion in 2008, representing an estimated 6.9% share of GDP.
The creative industries also account for a significant number of jobs throughout Europe. Employment
in the core creative industries in the 27 countries of the Eu was approximately 8.5 million in 2008,
or 3.8% of total European workforce.
Employment in the total creative industries (core creative industries plus non-core creative industries)
was approximately 14.4 million, or 6.5% of the total EU workforce.
The new report proposes an update of the economic contribution of creative industries to EU GDP and
employment, covering the period from 2008 to 2011, year for which Eurostat statistics are available since the end
of 2013.
during this period of time, Eu countries have faced a major economic and financial crisis. In the meantime the use
of digital media have continuously expanded which allows creative industries developing new business models
for the digital environment, such as online music platforms and video on demand.
dealing with these transformations, the regulatory environment has not significantly changed, particularly regarding
the fight against piracy, either at Eu level or in the largest countries, with the exception of france with the effective
implementation of the notice sending system through the creation of the french high authority hAdOPI. In the uK
and spain the adoption of new legislations – dEA for the uK and sIndE for spain – did not translate so far into
a real and effective implementation, although these legislations were adopted back in 2010 and 2011.
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In the same time, the online music and video platforms have expanded throughout Europe offering to European
citizens and consumers a wide range of legal access to an increasingly important repertoire at a competitive and
accessible price.

In 2011, the core creative industries in the 27 countries of the European union generate €558 billion
in value added to GDP, approximately 4.4% of total European GDP.
The value added by the total creative industries (core creative industries plus non-core creative industries)
is approximately €860 billion, representing a 6.8% share of GDP.
The creative industries represent approximately 8.3 million full time equivalent jobs, or 3.8% of total
European workforce.
Employment in the total creative industries (core creative industries plus non-core creative industries)
is approximately 14.0 million, or 6.5% of the total EU workforce.

Economic weight of the creative industries in EU27 (2011)
VALUE ADDED
creative industries

VA
(billion €)

EmPLoYmEnT

% of evolution
2008-2011

% of
EU VA

Jobs
(million)

% of evolution
2008-2011

% of EU
employment

core

558

-0.07%

4.40%

8.3

-2.33%

3.82%

interdependent

211

-1.18%

1.67%

4.0

-3.88%

1.86%

91

0.58%

0.72%

1.7

-1.19%

0.78%

860

-0.28%

6.79%

14.0

-2.65%

6.47%

non dedicated support
ToTAL creative industries

Source – 2013 TERA Consultants analysis

note: due to rounding, numbers presented throughout this document may not add up precisely to the totals provided.

Evolution of value added and employment 2008/2011
VALUE ADDED - 2008/2011 EVoLUTion
creative industries
core
interdependent

non dedicated support
ToTAL creative industries

billion €

% of growth

EmPLoYmEnT - 2008/2011 EVoLUTion
million of jobs

% of growth

0,0

0.0%

-0.2

-2.4%

-2.0

-0.9%

-0.2

-4.8%

1.0

1.1%

0

0.0%

-2.0

-0.2%

-0.4

-2.8%
Source – 2013 TERA Consultants analysis
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In terms of value added, the economic contribution of the creative industries has been rather stable in Europe
between 2008 and 2011. however, this overall stability hides a strong heterogeneity within the different sub-groups,
which can be explained by the variety of the underlying drivers of growth.
Within the core creative industries, there is a decrease in all activities except for Tv broadcasting and movie
production. On the contrary, ICT-related activities included in the core post a significant growth, mostly driven
by web development, data hosting and processing and computer software programming.
The Interdependent sub-group, which mostly includes retail related activities, experienced a limited decline
that can be explained by the broader decline of the retail sector at least in the Western part of Europe.
Lastly, the non-dedicated sub-group has experienced a modest growth throughout the 2008-2011 period,
following the overall stability of the Telecom sector in Europe.
for all sectors, the economic contribution of the creative industries in terms of job creation has been weaker than
the contribution in terms of GdP.
The overall tendency has been the destruction of jobs within most sub-groups, particularly for the traditional
core activities, for which job destruction has been particularly significant.
The diverging tendencies between GdP and employment growth are illustrating a change in the productive
system of the creative industries, which rely more on capital (particularly ICT-type of capital investment)
than on labour.
In addition to the Pan-European picture, this report includes an estimate of the economic contribution of the creative
industries for the five largest European countries (uK, france, Germany, Italy and spain).
Table 3 shows the weight of the creative industry (contribution of the creative industries divided by the contribution
of all industries), in terms of value added and of employment, in the economy of each of the five countries.

Economic weight of the creative industries in the main European markets (2011)
5 coUnTriES

UK

FrAncE

GErmAnY

iTALY

SPAin

creative industries

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

core

4.5%

4.1%

5.8%

5.4%

5.1%

3.7%

3.9%

4.1%

3.9%

3.7%

3.4%

3.4%

interdependent & support

2.4%

2.8%

3.2%

3.6%

2.7%

2.6%

2.1%

2.9%

2.2%

2.5%

1.7%

2.2%

ToTAL creative industries

6.9%

7.0%

9.0%

9.0%

7.9%

6.3%

6.1%

7.0%

6.1%

6.2%

5.0%

5.6%

creative GDP (billion €)

618

creative employment
(million)

159
9.5

152
2.6

159
1.6

95
2.8

53
1.4

1.0

Source – TERA Consultants analysis
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Table 4 shows the evolution, between 2008 and 2011, of the weight of the creative industry in these five countries
in terms of value added and of employment.

Evolution of the economic contribution of the creative industries in the main European markets (2008-2011)
5 coUnTriES

UK

FrAncE

GErmAnY

iTALY

SPAin

creative industries

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

VA

Jobs

creative industries

-3.1%

-2.0%

-8.8%

-3.8%

4.0%

0.4%

-1.7%

4.1%

1.6%

-1.1% -14.5% -15.7%

overall economy

1.2%

-1.3%

-3.6%

-1.0%

3.5%

-0.4%

5.5%

3.1%

0.3%

-1.9% -3.8%

-10.6%

Source – TERA Consultants analysis

Overall, creative industries in the top 5 European countries have posted a stronger decrease
than the overall economy;
The decrease of the creative industries has proved much stronger in the “centre” (the five biggest economies
of the Euro zone) than in the “periphery” (the other 22 countries), both at the value added and at
the employment level;
It has generally been stronger in terms of added value than in terms of jobs, which could be explained
by an increase in payroll per euro sold and / or deterioration in corporate earnings.
The overall declining trend in Europe top 5 hides a strong heterogeneity between countries:
o The economic weight of the creative industries has decreased in the uK, in spain, and in Germany
(in terms of value added);
o On the contrary, the creative industries have grown in france and Italy.
Again, the explanation for this heterogeneity of trends must be multifactorial. It is however possible
to underline the correlation between the growth of the creative industries and the IP protection legislation.
Thus, france has established some form of response to Internet piracy before 2011 with the notice sending
system implemented by hAdOPI. The cultural industries in france have posted a much better dynamic during
the period studied than in countries where such measures do not exist.
In its first report released in 2010 TERA Consultant had forecasted the impact of digital piracy in Europe, in terms
of employment, if no legislative action was taken.
The initial study concluded that based on current projections and assuming no significant policy changes,
the European union’s creative industries could expect to see, depending on scenarios, cumulative retail revenue
losses between €166 billion and €240 billion by 2015, resulting in jobs lost between 600,000 and 1.2 million by 2015.
using the actual 2011 figures, we can now have a first look at the real trends at work based on real figures in the top
5 European countries that have posted a stronger decrease than the overall economy, and see how it compares
to initial forecast.
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france, Germany, Italy, spain and the uK represent 72% of the total Eu creative industries’ value added and 68%
of the employment.

real value added destruction amounts to €20 billion;
real job losses in the creative industries between 2008 and 2011 amount to 189,633.
however, in order to measure the impact piracy has had on value added and job destruction, it is necessary to estimate
how economic contribution and employment would have evolved in the creative industries, absent all piracy
(“counterfactual” scenario).
In a first stage of analysis, one can consider that, absent piracy, the value added and employment in the creative
industries would have evolved as in the overall economy or as in the service industries1.
Between 2008 and 2011, total economic contribution has increased by 1.2% and total employment has decreased
by 1.3%. While economic contribution of services industries has increased by 3.1% and employment in service
activities has increased by 7.9%.
using this as an estimate of the counterfactual scenario, it means that:
The real value added destruction between 2008 and 2011 in the top five European countries, would be
in the range of €27.1 and €39.7 billion;
The job destruction between 2008 and 2011 in the top five European countries would be comprised
between 64,089 and 955,125.

The impact of piracy on value added destruction (in €
2008 and 2011 (new estimate)
2008
creative industries – factual
overall economy
creative industries – counterfactual 1

2008

2011

2011

creative industries – counterfactual 2
impact of piracy – counterfactual 2

2008/2011

637.6

617.9

-19.8

-3.1%

8 906.1

9 008.9

102.9

+1.2%

637.6

645.0

7.4

+1.2%

-27.1

impact of piracy – counterfactual 1
Service industries

2008-2011
2008/2011

2 529.3

2 608.5

79.2

+3.1%

637.6

657.6

20.0

+3.1%

-39.7
Source – TERA analysis

1

In its Green Paper “unlocking the potential of cultural and creative industries”, the Commission states that the growth of cultural and creative industries could be comparable to the service
economic sector: Cultural and creative industries are recognized as growth sectors in the above mentioned Commission Consultation Paper as well as in the Commission staff Working document
«Challenges for Eu support to innovation services – fostering new markets and jobs through innovation» – sEC (2009) 1195.
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(new estimate)
2008
creative industries – factual
overall economy
creative industries – counterfactual 1

2011

creative industries – counterfactual 2
impact of piracy – counterfactual 2

2008/2011

9 649 048

9 459 415

-189 633

-2.0%

137 452 800

135 664 400

-1 788 400

-1.3%

9 649 048

9 523 504

-125 544

-1.3%

- 64 089

impact of piracy – counterfactual 1
Service industries

2008/2011

45 427 833

49 031 776

3 603 943

+7.9%

9 649 048

10 414 540

765 491

+7.9%

-955 125
Source – TERA analysis

The comparison of these real figures with our initial forecast in 2010 yields the conclusion that, for the five central
European countries, the forecast of the initial study have proved accurate:
The actual job losses encompasses the initial study’s estimates;
The assumptions of scenario 2 are globally consistent with the way Internet piracy evolved between
2008 and 2011.
These numbers are very close from the scenarios we had elaborated in our previous report published in march 2010
calculating the piracy impact up to 2011 and lead to new estimates as follows:
A value destruction in the range of €27.1 and €39.7 billion between 2008 and 2011, which added
to €7.4 billion as a base for 2008 leads to a cumulative value destruction in the range of €34.5
and €47.1 billion;
A cumulative job loss in the range of 204,089 and 1,095,125 at the end of 2011, as a result of the addition
of the job losses in 2008 (140,000) and the job losses between 2008 and 2011 (between 64,089 and 955,125).

The comparison of these real figures with our initial forecast highlights the obvious negative effect of piracy
on value and employment in the creative sector, which has a real potential for growth at the digital era,
and for sustainable international specialization of Europe in a globalized economy, in addition to its importance
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